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Pancakes Maker Techwood TCP-750

Techwood TCP-750: small appliance, big possibilities
The Techwood TCP-750 is not just a simple kitchen appliance, but a key to culinary creativity. Its ability to effortlessly prepare as many
as five mini pancakes in no time, combined with its convenient non-stick coating and compact design, sets it apart from other appliances
on the market. Indulge in the joy of cooking with this unique appliance and see how it transforms your daily breakfast routine into a true
adventure  of  flavors  and  fun.  Improve  your  mornings  with  the  Techwood  TCP-750  and  let  yourself  be  swept  away  by  the  magic  of
pancake preparation!
 
5 mini pancakes in a snap
Welcome  to  the  land  of  culinary  delights,  where  your  breakfast  dreams  become  a  reality  thanks  to  the  Techwood  TCP-750  pancake
maker. From now on, you don't have to endure monotonous mornings anymore, because thanks to this brilliant kitchen companion you
will  prepare up to five delicious mini pancakes in no time. Imagine what tasty creative combinations you can surprise your loved ones
with. Whether it's a hectic workday or a lazy Sunday, the Techwood TCP-750 is the key to a paradise of culinary delights that will make
every morning special.
 
Extraordinary frying and easy cleaning
Immerse  yourself  in  the  pleasure  of  hassle-free  cooking  thanks  to  the  Techwood  TCP-750's  exclusive  non-stick  coating.  Watch  as  the
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batter for pancakes effortlessly spreads across the surface, leaving perfectly cooked pancakes that come away easily from the machine,
leaving no sticky residue behind. Experience the true joy of flipping pancakes effortlessly and with the assurance that you'll never have
to deal with sticking or tearing batter again. And the best part? Cleaning is child's play! The non-stick coating minimizes residue, so one
wipe is all it takes to get the unit ready again for another frying session, and you'll have more time to enjoy your pancakes and less time
to clean up.
 
Sleek and elegant design
The Techwood TCP-750 was designed with functionality and aesthetics in mind. Its  sleek 25 cm diameter fits  perfectly on any kitchen
countertop, saving valuable space while exuding elegance. The user-friendly/on/off switch gives you full control over the pancake-making
process, ensuring precise and consistent results every time. Powered by 220-240V~ 50Hz and equipped with a powerful  700W motor,
this pancake maker guarantees fast and efficient operation without compromising on quality. See for yourself how easily and gracefully
the Techwood TCP-750 will guide you through breakfast preparation, providing an unforgettable experience for your daily mornings.
 
	Brand
	Techwood
	Model
	TCP-750
	Coating
	Non-stick
	Diameter of the entire unit
	25 cm
	Power supply
	220-240V~ 50Hz
	Power
	700W

Price:

Before: € 29.9997

Now: € 28.50
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